2007 audi a4 turbo

The Audi A4 is comfortable, sporty, and surefooted on slippery roads. With a price tag a few
grand less than a comparably equipped BMW 3 Series, it's a smart choice. Introduced in the
mids, the Audi A4 was the vehicle responsible for kicking the company out of its late '80s and
early '90s funk. With its classy styling, comfortable ride, well-weighted steering and
buttoned-down suspension, that first A4 attracted a whole new fan base for Audi. More than a
decade later, the latest A4 now in its third generation is still taking up the point position. The
Audi A4 may be the company's entry-level luxury car, but it doesn't give much away except
space to its larger siblings. A stylish cabin boasting fine fit and finish is one evident Audi trait,
and the A4 upholds this tradition. But there's more to the A4 than just a nice interior. Thanks to
its available quattro all-wheel-drive system, the A4 is capable of providing both enhanced
traction on slippery roads and better road-holding on dry pavement. Additionally, Audi has
fitted the car with two impressive direct-injection engines: a powerful yet relatively frugal
turbocharged 2. The major news for the A4 is a full update for the Cabriolet body style. For the
past couple of years, it was a bit behind in terms of receiving the latest mechanical A4
hardware. This year, the 1. Other updates for the Cab include new exterior styling, a revised
suspension design and a new, quieter convertible top. But with a price tag thousands less than
the Bimmer, a richer cabin than any of them, a wider choice of body styles and a well-rounded
personality, the Audi A4 is a mandatory consideration for those shopping in the sport-oriented
entry-level luxury car market. The Audi A4 is available in a full spectrum of body styles
including sedan, convertible Cabriolet and wagon Avant. The names of the two trim levels
indicate which engine is employed: 2. The 2. The 3. For those wanting more, Audi offers three
main option packages. The Premium Package available for the 2. The Convenience Package
includes a HomeLink transmitter, rain-sensing wipers, a power passenger seat, adaptive
bi-xenon headlights, a trip computer and auto-dimming mirrors. Stand-alone options include
Sirius satellite radio which includes a Bose premium sound upgrade , a navigation system,
power rear and manual side sunshades, rear parking sensors, and various wood and metallic
cabin accents. A pair of feisty engines sees duty in the Audi A4. The A4 2. Direct-injection
technology for both engines means crisp, linear response. It's also pretty frugal, with an EPA
highway mileage estimate that's more than 30 mpg. All wagons come with Audi's quattro
all-wheel drive as standard, while the sedans and Cabriolets can be had in either
front-wheel-drive or quattro guise. Buyers who choose an A4 quattro can have either a
six-speed manual or six-speed automatic transmission, while front-drive A4s except for the 2.
Virtually every modern safety feature, including stability control, antilock brakes with electronic
brakeforce distribution and brake assist , front seat-mounted side airbags and full-length side
curtain airbags except on Cabriolets comes standard on the A4. Rear seat-mounted side airbags
and a tire-pressure monitor are optional. In NHTSA crash tests, the A4 scored four stars out of
five in frontal crashes, while side impact testing garnered five stars for front occupants and four
stars for rear occupants. In IIHS crash testing, the A4 received the highest score possible of
"Good" in both the frontal-offset and side-impact categories. The Audi A4 is one of the most
balanced cars in the entry-luxury segment in terms of ride and handling. It's comfortable in
day-to-day driving, as the suspension soaks up most bumps and potholes. A4s equipped with
the "S line" sport package provide expanded handling capabilities with less body roll and more
outright grip. While the A4 still isn't as razor-sharp as the BMW 3 Series, the extra foul-weather
traction afforded by the quattro all-wheel-drive system could justify the trade-off for many
drivers. Artfully designed and furnished with high-quality materials, the A4's cabin impresses
immediately and continues to do so even after one has had the car for awhile. The seats may
seem too firm for some folks, but they prove supportive and comfortable on long trips. Most
controls are fairly intuitive, though the navigation system, like that of most German cars, takes
some acclimatization. The new Cabriolet features an optional "Acoustic Top" that has more
sound insulation than the prior soft top and thus promises a quieter ride, especially at freeway
speeds. Maximum cargo capacity stands at Available styles include 2. Doing so could save you
hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from
our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have
identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Audi A4. Is it better to lease or
buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And
from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments,
pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a
less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to
drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Audi lease specials Check out Audi A4 lease

specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. Tight rear seat, 2. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The most significant change for the Audi A4 family
is the updating of the Cabriolet body style. In addition to adopting the refreshed styling and
hardware already on the sedan and wagon, the Cabriolet features a new acoustic top that
promises a quieter ride. Other updates this year include a revised "Symphony" audio system,
which can now play MP3-encoded CDs, and some shuffling of features. Finally, satellite radio
choice is now limited to Sirius, and Audi's free maintenance program has been discontinued.
Read more. Write a review See all reviews. During that one frame all that was done to the vehicle
was routine oil changes 5, intervals as I do not personally think going 10, is a good idea , tires
around 45, miles, I always use premium gasoline. So I took it in to see what was wrong, the
valve cover gasket appeared to be leaking again. So I had hen replace it once again. I decided to
take it in and was informed that my valve cover gasket looked like it was leaking again and that
my rear main seal had a leak. At that point we figured that the actual valve cover itself may be
warped. I now have , miles on the car and it has never left me stranded. The key to keeping this
car serviced it to find an independent mechanic that will treat you fairly. I see no need to replace
this car anytime soon in the future. Read less. Oil Consumption issues resolved. This is for all
consumers having Oil Consumption issues. I purchased my 07 A4 used with 54, miles on it.
Right away I noticed the oil consumption problem. I tracked the consumption for about 10, miles
and made sure the dealership knew the mileage everytime I had to put another qt in. The light
was coming on down to just less than a miles to add a qt. I paid the out of pocket expense and
the test came back that there was an issue. Audi replaced the Piston rings. I now have close to
miles since replacement and holding strong. Added 1 qt at mi. Fantastic after k miles. Sure it
burns oil a bit, but keep a quart in the trunk and your good to go. This is a car that is fun to drive
and built solid. The only complaint I have is the glove box hing broke and they wanted hundreds
to replace the whole thing I went and bought a 2 dollar hinge at Ace Hardware and screwed it in
and it works great. I hope to keep my A4 for many years to come. Massive and frequent
transmission failures. The first transmission failed and was replaced under OEM warranty by an
authorized Audi dealer at 36, miles. It continued to have mechanical issues such as shuttering,
vibration, hesitation, leaks, etc. The 2nd transmission failed at 55, miles less than 20, miles on
the "new" transmission while on the freeway traveling at 70 MPH. It occurred without warning.
The car shifted into park, bucked and refused to accelerate. The 3rd transmission was installed
under the Audi Pure Platinum Protection service, and after only 1, miles on the "new"
transmission. See all reviews of the Used Audi A4. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating.
Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full
safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 1 average Rating out of 1 reviews.
Sponsored cars related to the A4. Sign Up. The Good Superior handling makes the Audi A4 2.
Bluetooth cell phone integration is well implemented, and it even comes with a voice command
system. Audi offers a full range of optional cabin technology, such as navigation and Bluetooth,
although some of it falls a little short. Be respectful, keep it civil and stay on topic. We delete
comments that violate our policy , which we encourage you to read. Discussion threads can be
closed at any time at our discretion. Audi's all-wheel-drive Quattro system gives the Audi A4 2.
The audio quality from the sound system is very nice, too, but everything else in the A4 is
merely good. This little sedan gets around the city and highways adroitly and is fun to drive
even with the six-speed automatic that we had in our test car. Audi got on the tech bandwagon
early, which earned models from previous years high points from our tech-centric perspective.
With navigation, premium stereo sound, and Bluetooth cell phone integration, we couldn't help
but like these cars. But car companies have long product cycles, and the car systems that
looked so good in the model haven't changed any for the model. Navigation or MP3? The cabin
of the A4 feels well built, with aesthetically pleasing materials and colors all around, fitting for
Volkswagen's upscale brand. While not cramped, the interior is on the small side, so the car's
electronics are packed into the center stack. The MMI is a very usable system and doesn't take
long to learn. Its push-button knob works for selecting and scrolling through choices presented
on the screen, while four buttons let the driver choose functions displayed at the corresponding
four corners of the screen. The MMI controls navigation, the stereo, paired cell phones, and
other car systems. Although we like how the MMI works, the navigation interface needs
improvement, as not all of its menu labels are very intuitive. Users need to press the Route
button to enter a destination, and the Route menu offers a submenu titled Destin. Given the size
of the screen, there's no need to abbreviate destination. The navigation system also shows its
age by lacking retail stores in its points-of-interest database, although it does have restaurants,
gas stations, and other useful places. The navigation works quite well. The map is bright and
relatively easy to read, while route guidance is precise and displays upcoming turns. The

system doesn't have text-to-speech , a feature that reads out street names and is present on
more high-end navigation systems. When we intentionally got off course, it recalculated quickly
and quietly, advising us on the next turn that would get us to our destination. The route
guidance voice prompts also weren't as insistent as on the Audi Q7 we tested recently. One
major drawback of the A4's navigation system is that destinations can't be chosen from the
map. Our A4 came with the Bose premium audio option, the 10 speakers of which include a
subwoofer and a center channel. The sound quality of this system is very good, with
well-balanced speakers filling the small cabin of the A4 and making it difficult to pinpoint
individual sound sources. Bass isn't particularly heavy, and some types of music, such as
classic rock, get muddy at higher volumes. But acoustic music sounds particularly clear and
crisp. The CD changer in this system is downright primitive. At least that's its configuration
when the car comes with the navigation system. Without navigation, the car gets an in-dash
changer that plays MP3 CDs. A couple of gigs of music should meet most people's
entertainment needs. Our car also came equipped with Sirius satellite radio, which the MMI
made easy to navigate. Bluetooth cell phone integration on the A4 works very well and includes
very useful features for accessing a phone's address book and recent calls from the car
interface. Strangely, we couldn't pair up a Motorola V phone to the system, which works in most
cars, but a Sony Ericsson Ka did work. The car also features a voice command system, but it
controls only the telephone. Quattro grips the road The real high point of this A4 is the
handling. The Quattro all-wheel-drive system inspires an almost dangerous feeling of
confidence while negotiating tight corners or making high-speed lane changes. We heard no tire
squeal around fast corners and were left with the feeling that all the tires were doing their part
to get the car quickly around corners. The Quattro system uses Audi's Torsen center
differential, which pushes engine torque to the rear or front axle depending on which one needs
it the most. The effect is stupendous. The 2. It uses direct injection and an intercooler, and it
puts out horsepower at 5,rpm. That's enough power to propel the car forward fast and get up to
freeway speeds quickly. But the turbo in this car causes some very uneven acceleration. While
trying to hold a steady speed, we would occasionally feel the turbo boost kicking in and out. Or
the turbo boost would kick in late, giving a rush of acceleration after we had already got the car
up to our desired speed, which can be disconcerting in traffic. Although the A4 doesn't have as
much acceleration hesitation as the Audi Q7 we reviewed previously, it's still there. Stomping
the accelerator from a stop does not deliver wheel-spinning power. While fast starts are kept to
a refined pace that the car can handle, we found the acceleration more disappointing when
trying to power out of a corner. The only way to get a satisfying boost out of a corner was to hit
the gas pedal early. We attribute this hesitation to some overzealous programming of the
traction control, which is designed to keep the tires in contact with the pavement. The A4's
six-speed automatic transmission helps the car achieve good fuel economy, and it works
seamlessly. We did feel that in normal Drive mode, upshifts are set a little low, occurring at
about 2,rpm. But Audi makes up for that by including a Sport mode, where upshifts happen at
about 3,rpm. And we can't complain: Drive mode has the car in sixth gear at 80mph on the
freeway, with the engine turning at only 2,rpm. There is also a Tiptronic, manual selection mode,
but we found that Sport mode worked well for city and windy-road driving. Those low RPMs
during freeway driving contribute to very decent gas mileage. The EPA rates the car at 22mpg
city and 30mpg on the highway. When we noticed the car's computer giving us an average of
about 14mpg after lots of city driving, we spent some time on the freeway and watched the
average climb all the way up to 28mpg at speeds of about 75mph to 85mph. The car's computer
uses a pretty short polling time for the average mpg, which is bad for drivers who want to rate
mileage over a longer period of time but quite interesting as a tool to help drive in a more
economical manner. Practical and fun Quattro all-wheel-drive helps the handling of the A4 and
is also a significant contributor to the safety of this vehicle. An electronic stability program
adds to the accident avoidance technology. Our car also came with adaptive headlights, which
swivel a bit as you turn to illuminate the road. Airbag coverage in the A4 is complete. It has
dual-stage front airbags along with side airbags for the driver and passenger. Side curtain
airbags protect front and rear occupants. The A4 gets safety ratings of four stars for driver and
passenger front impact, rear seat side impact, and rollover, and five stars for front seat side
impact. Audi covers the A4 with a four-year or 50,mile warranty. Buyers also get their first
maintenance free within 12 months or 5, miles and four years of roadside assistance. Our test
car was the Audi A4 Sedan 2. The A4 proved to be a practical and fun car to drive over our test
period. With our expectations adjusted appropriately, we could get used to the pause in
acceleration. The phone system is excellent, although some of our staff would have to upgrade
their phones. Navigation and aspects of the stereo are a little below par--we've experienced
better navigation and a drive almost as fun in the Honda Accord. For those willing to spend a bit

more, the Lexus IS is more powerful and offers a better stereo. Get Price. Cabin tech 8.
Performance tech 8. Design 8. Discuss: Audi A4 2. Roadshow Audi A4 Audi A4 2. The menu
labels for Audi's navigation aren't all that intuitive. The steering wheel controls the best part of
the A4, the handling. Best Cars See all Chrysler Pacifica. Audi E-Tron GT vs. Discuss Audi A4 2.
The Audi A4 has a nicely finished interior, comfortable ride and secure handling, but it lacks the
agility of other cars in this segment. Further, the engine is noisy and unrefined. Our A4 came
with all-wheel drive for added foul-weather traction. The interior shows excellent attention to
detail and crash test results are impressive. In most cases, automotive warranties are based on
the vehicle identification number VIN , and the warranty will be valid regardless of ownership.
The dealership can tell you exactly how much warranty is left. Reactivate now to get the
information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please
view our customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a
Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services
at Unlock Ratings. New Used Audi A4 Change Vehicle. There are 5 recalls on this vehicle. Learn
More. See All. Owner Satisfaction. Crash and Rollover Tests. Road Test Results. Performance
Performance. Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration tests are conducted on a smooth, flat
pavement straightaway at the track. The time in seconds that a vehicle takes to reach 60 mph
from a standstill with the engine idling. Transmission Transmission Transmission performance
is determined by shifting smoothness, response, shifter action, and clutch actuation for manual
transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel Economy We perform our own fuel-economy tests,
independent of the government's often-quoted EPA figures and the manufacturers' claims.
Using a precise fuel-flow measuring device spliced into the fuel line, we run two separate
circuits to represent city and highway consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's Overall Mileage
CR's overall mileage is a composite of measured fuel usage on a prescribed city course and
highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road tests, we've
discontinued the mile trip test. Braking Braking The braking rating is a composite of wet and dry
stopping distances and pedal feel. Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no wheels locked.
Emergency Handling Emergency Handling Several factors go into the rating, including the
avoidance maneuver speed and confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves when pushed to
its limit. Ride Ride Our expert judgment of how well the suspension isolates and absorbs road
imperfections and how steady it keeps the body on various road surfaces. Noise Noise Our
expert judgment of the vehicle's interior noise level in everyday driving. Front Seat Comfort
Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the front seat is for drivers of various
heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the rear seat is
for two passengers to sit across. Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas Greenhouse Gas The
Greenhouse Gas Rating represents the amount of carbon dioxide the vehicle emits compared to
other vehicles of the same model year. This score from the EPA ranges from 1 worst to 10 best.
Smog Rating Smog Rating The Smog Rating represents the amount of health-damaging and
smog-forming airborne pollutants the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same
model year. Owner Reports. Worse Better. Reliability History Reliability History The reliability
charts are based on responses on hundreds of thousands of vehicles from our latest Annual
Auto Survey. Consumer Reports subscribers reported on any serious problems they had with
their vehicles during the past 12 months that they considered serious because of cost, failure,
safety, or downtime, in any of the trouble spots included in the table below. The results are
presented relative to the average model that year. Extra weight is given to the more serious
areas such as major engine or transmission problems. Based on this data and further analysis,
we predict reliability for the latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for
a specific year. Engine Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head
gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Engine Minor Engine Minor
Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks.
Engine Cooling Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat,
overheating. Transmission Major Transmission Major Transmission rebuild or replacement,
torque converter, clutch replacement. Transmission Minor Transmission Minor Gear selector or
linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment,
rough shifting, slipping transmission. View all Reliability. Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction
To learn about satisfaction, CR has collected survey data from our annual survey on more than
half a million vehicles. Our subscribers provide great insights into their satisfaction by
answering one si
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mple question: If they had it to do all over again, would they definitely buy or lease the same
model? In addition, respondents also rate their cars in six categories: driving experience,
comfort, value, styling, audio, and climate systems. Driving Experience Driving Experience
Includes acceleration and handling. Comfort Comfort Includes seats, climate control, noise, and
ride. Value Value Did you get what you wanted relative to the price you paid? Styling Styling
How it looks inside and out. View all Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. ABS and side air
bags standard. Head protection air bags standard from ESC standard from Drive Wheels. AWD ,
Front. Coverage varies among versions of this vehicle. Read more about extended warranties.
Body Styles. Transmissions Available. Engines Available. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local
Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters
Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews.

